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Love, laughs, sexuality and secrets from LGBT superstar YouTube few, Rose and Rosie.Rose and Rosie are
recognized for their candid and hilarious YouTube videos.As visibly out members of the LGBT community,
they open up about their own experiences, both together and simply because individuals, and have written
this reserve in the wish that it offers strength to those who have faced similar difficulties. Discussing
sexuality, revealing secrets and empowering others, OVERSHARE can be a book packed with Rose and
Rosie's exclusive take on friendships, fame, mental health insurance and LGBT issues. however now they
are acquiring oversharing to a complete fresh level... They are spreading a note of positivity and inclusivity,
and want everyone to feel comfortable in their own skin, no matter what their sexuality. Delve deep into the
unfiltered highs and lows of Rose and Rosie's life: family human relationships, secrets of a content marriage,
struggles with OCD and stress and anxiety, finding love and navigating the world as a gay few. Get ready to
laugh, cry, cringe and OVERSHARE.
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Hilarious and moving I was literally laughing until I cried and crying until We laughed. The integrity of the
women shines through on each web page, as will their amazing love of life. This is literally the best book
I've ever read! Rosie's dad (or lack thereof) jokes brought levity at strategic instances.Well written and worth
reading. Any goss? I really like what Rose and Rosie released in to the universe and I hope they keep
creating for a long period. I desire I had this book growing up! It’s even more stylish. They are perfect!) and
couldn’t been happier to know that they really put in the work to create their relationship work. The honesty
is the most refreshing part. This book must have been written by THE Laura Dix. You don’t need to be gay
or bi. I saw the BWACES today! I want more! <3 Hilarious, honest, and inspiring As a a longtime lover of
Rose and Rosie, I was extremely excited for this book to come out. It definitely didn't disappoint. Rose and
Rosie are therefore honest about everything from their mental wellness to being influencers to their
relationships with friends, family, and each other. It’s a publication that help you make true friends if you
not already have.’ rather than holding a yellow wrapped reserve. I love Rose and Rosie so much! Are they
even married? Highly recommend this publication!* Oh and that Laura Dix is as perfect as We thought she
was.*I have my dad, it is the wife that I'm looking for Awesome Read! I've been watching Rose and Rosie
for a long time. When I was an adolescent, they really helped me come out. An excellent survival book with
regards to living in a judgmental world It’s honest, it’s ironic and it’s life. I loved the publication! As a
lesbian with OCD, I must say i relate to Rose's story and appreciate them both sharing therefore a lot of their
lives. I'd definitely recommend this reserve to anyone! It is hilarious! It's filled with laughs and it's just a
great book throughout! I binged through the book in two times. The publication brought me through a
rollercoaster of feelings and at the end of it, strangely plenty of, Personally i think newfound confidence to
handle the world and power through my objective for the future. Honest, insightful and entertaining Good
read. Very insightful mental health chapter. This is a good publication for everyone to read. I love you ladies
so much. It would help many family members with a member that arrive out to comprehend better. Heck,
John could have got written it much better than these gals. When can I see this? OMG I LOVE THIS
Reserve! Rose's equating of unrequited want to mathematics produced me laugh so hard, partly in
relatableness, that my pet dog came working in concern. It really comes in handy. Heartfelt, funny reserve
that I couldn't put down Fun browse! (LOL I'm simply kidding! Having them as positive, queer, and
successful role models really helped me talk about myself with the world. I personally think it really makes
your bookshelf standout by unwrapping the yellow cover paper. It’s such an excellent contribution to the
LGBT community. The hard red cover with nothing on it when you’re reading on a teach or bus will
certainly obtain asked by random strangers ‘what are you reading? Even though you don't view their movies
(you should) everyone should examine this book! Much like their movies, this book enables you to laugh out
loud while simultaneously feeling supported and much less alone. You will be out entrance about your
sexuality utilizing the Guidelines in the books.! Talk about, the Roses do! I preordered this book in america
but nonetheless haven’t received it however. I couldn’t wait therefore i enrolled in audible to hear the
narrated version. I enjoyed the depth and vulnerability Rose and Rosie displays us through the stories,
experiences and wisdoms they talk about. I have already been a subscriber with their channel since their
dating times (superkiss challenge! PS. Also I will have a better idea about when/how to create jokes about
my absent dad and/or my wife's absent father. THEREFORE I have low specifications.! She attended
Cambridge and is very very successful. Fantastic read I was speculative at first but, once I started reading I
couldn't put it down. Nice try Ellen and Dixie. Maybe the next time. Thank you Rose and Rosie for
composing such an incredible book about real life situations! Quality Gay Content I mostly learnt that I'd
like Rose and Rosie to read every book for me personally from here on out. They have changed my life!
Please purchase this publication! Also, view them on YouTube!! We are blonde and brunette, same age, and
it’s so much fun viewing the similarities we tell Rose and Rosie through their channel, reserve and today
documentary.) Amazing Many thanks for sharing your life with us. You two are Amazing. IT'S AS



EFFECTIVE AS YOU WANT TO BUY TO BE Quite literally the great thing I've ever go through. AH!
Extremely uplifting and inspiring. That is a book all and any can relate with. The book is genuine, which I
found myself laughing,crying,smiling, and back again. The bravery it took to write this publication is well
valued. I can relate on so many levels, and I think it will help anyone dealing with life issues that
overwhelmed us and send you spending uncontrollable. The positivity the reserve give with coping with
mental health can be a breath of fresh air. I am a lover and it is certainly a book I would recommend.
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